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I started a poem
“I am a windstorm”
It was hard

Nature bores me
The way a thing I don’t understand bores me
Like when I looked at an article about plagiarism
Sometimes I just can’t think about something
I can only describe it with words

A wind that is fussing the windowsill
Is “Words”

The man on the other couch
It’s obvious that I don’t wish him harm
But I can’t talk very well
Because very squalidly built 
Is the slum of my words

I eat it all 
And invert 
And sink back into the couch like a monster
I will become longer
Than my terror eventually

NATURE POEM
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In the thunder, in the thunder covering the water
And the lightning fingering down from the sky
Am I

A shade
Your face is growing familiar
I have seen it before somewhere

The sky glares green
On the wet road the swish of tire pulls to a stop

Something comes here to die

It’s always like this
Lights first
Then noise

DEAD HORSE
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Facing the pathless darkness
Darkening more
Don’t talk

It feels like noise
From headphones, in the air
In my hand, static

We stand still as coins
Silent

The apocalypse I feel
Is turning itself up like snow
On a dead channel
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A breeze inflates itself from the water
Rotten in the nose
But dear in the skeleton

Dear
As a bone saw

As bits of bone that angle up from the ground
Where they were buried 
Are bits of mine and bits of yours

A faraway plane flies over their everlasting shards like a bird
Like the atmosphere, pieced with three-dimensional gulls

Having become familiar

They have seen me before somewhere as they have seen you
As I have seen you

The pieces of birds will stand in for something 
And if now you have to leave, you know
I will lay down in the rotten road
And wait for you until you come
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My friend
I am lonely

Without you
The killing night comes down
Like a horse from heaven

I am sitting on it like a divan

The night is a ghost cracking
Its long unhinged jaw in my ear

Your voice
In the rotten air

If you say you love me
I will open my mouth and you can live in it
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